
MICROGRANTS 
APPLICATION.
Instructions
Thank you for applying for an IDEO.org HCD Connect microgrant. Some rules:

microgrants@IDEO.org

HCD Connect platform as part of our selection criteria.

three criteria: 

$5,000 Planning Grant

$10,000 Implementation Grant

microgrants@IDEO.org

Part 1.  Eligibility Checklist

 YES                         NO

 YES                         NO

 YES                         NO

 YES                         NO

 YES                         NO

 YES                         NO

Did you answer “No” to any of Questions 1 - 6? If you did, an HCD Connect microgrant likely isn’t 

right for you at this time.
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Part 2.  Personal Information

1. Your name

2. Your address 

3. Your e-mail address

4. Your gender

Please read the instructions at the start of this application to learn the difference between a Starter 

Grant and a Prototype Grant.
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Planning Implementation



Part 3.  Your Project
Note that we will consider the information provided here as well as the story that you posted about 

your project on HCD Connect. 

1. How would you describe the agriculture development challenge you are trying to address to a 

5-year old? (100 words or less)

2. How is your product or service an innovative solution? (100 words or less)
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Part 3.  Your Project (continued)

You are finished. Please submit this application to microgrants@IDEO.org.


	1 Your name: Aaron Makaruk
	2 Your address: 909 SW Willow Rd.Maysville, MO 64469
	3 Your email address: aaron@opensourceecology.org
	4 Your gender: Male
	5 Your age: 30
	5year old 100 words or less: People use technology to start businesses that provide goods and services for customers, but many times the machinery and knowledge people need are prohibitively expensive to acquire and maintain. Imagine a global dialog between leading engineers and people on the ground using technology in their daily lives that revolved around identifying ways to lower the costs of technology and making it easier to repair. Through the power of the ‘open’ ethic, we can freely share innovations that can solve pressing human problems such as hunger, disease, and the destruction of the environment. 
	undefined_7: We design industrial hardware that costs an average of 69% less than commercial alternatives, that uses clean energy, and that can be built and repaired by the end user. This makes vital technological solutions available to entire demographics that could never access them before. We then take our programs a step further by giving away the designs, schematics, bills of materials, and instructional videos away for free, and we offer comprehensive training programs to help people use our solutions to solve problems they face every day. 
	project 250 words or less: At Open Source Ecology, we design industrial technology and train people to build and use it themselves, and our designs and training materials are openly available to anyone in the world. We plan to cultivate an international network of people who use our materials, and it is essential that we learn from these use cases to harness the ideas people come up with to improve our solutions so that everyone benefits. The planning grant that we are requesting would help us craft a strategy based on the Human Centered Design principles to conduct a pilot. This pilot would allow us to test a formal system of engaging our potential clients, learning what their needs are, documenting their feedback, and applying their ideas within our programs to make the necessary improvements required to offer truly comprehensive solutions to people that need it the most.Our three month operating budget comes to around $75,000, and we have received additional funding from the Shuttleworth Foundation and the Ewing Marion Kauffman Foundation.
	process 500 words or less: At OSE, we have identified 50 key pieces of technology that are directly responsible for high living standards in many parts of the world. These machines include tractors, bullldozers, cars, bread ovens, steam engines, wind turbines, circuit makers, well rigs, etc. The course of history has allowed for a natural process of innovation and evolution to happen within the sphere of technology, so we know that these tools work and that they already provide useful outcomes for people throughout the world. Our challenge is to adapt this technology so that it suits the specific requirements of various regions across the planet. Will people use our designs as is, or do we need to augment them? What happens if a machine breaks down? Will all of the components be available to our clients, or do we need to make changes so that our solutions are more accessible? Also, how do we learn from people using the technology, and how do we implement their refinements to make the designs better? Over the course of three months, we can develop a plan to conduct a test pilot within a specific location where people are independently replicating our machine designs. This test pilot will apply the human-centered design process to gather information from the community up front in order to learn what solutions are already in place, what resources are available, and how much participation we can expect from the people involved (Identify a Design Challenge, Recognize Existing Knowledge, Identify People to Speak With, Conduct Research). As we develop the approach, we are excited to share stories using digital cameras and video documentation. We are developing a team at OSE headquarters in Missouri and documenting the growth of our culture using these techniques, and our YouTube channel has over 1,300 uploads of people sharing their stories, and we have a large, community-driven wiki that allows people to share their ideas. It will be exciting to learn from people who are applying our solutions in other locations and to gather feedback from them.One of our mid-term goals is to create an online, open archive of enterprise models that are based on the use of the machines we are designing. Our hope is that we can create sustainable revenue models that can be transplanted to various regions throughout the world, and by customizing these models to the requirements of local environments, we can plan a menu of options that people can select according to their needs. The crucial piece of everything is to track the relevant indicators to ensure that our theory of change is sound.If we find that the human-centered design process works well for our organization within this pilot, we will be able to expand on it making it the foundation for our scaling strategy. We are excited to experiment with a method that others are applying elsewhere, and we hope to join a network of other social enterprises that can work together to jointly solve some of the most pressing issues ever faced by human civilization.
	project 100 words or less: We have created a system for remote collaborators to work together to solve problems that we encounter. Through digital surveys, we have built a database of subject matter experts and passionate collaborators who are available to join impromptu, online collaboration sessions focused on solving problems we face on a daily basis. In other words, we can quickly assemble a flash mob of people with a specific skills set to work together on short notice to jointly solve a problem. We also have a community-driven wiki, YouTube channel, online forum, as well as partnerships with Team Wikispeed, the TED network, the Shuttleworth Foundation, and the Ewing Marion Kauffman Foundation.
	6 Your project or organization name: Open Source Ecology
	7 URL: http://opensourceecology.org
	8 hear about HCD Connect: The HCD Connect microgrants program was recommended to us by someone in our network.
	24: YES_6
	90: Yes
	91: Yes
	92: Yes
	93: 1
	94: Yes
	95: Yes


